
            
            
            
            
   

 
 
 
The upper left inset chart presents an approximation of a schematic that appeared in Glenn 
Neely's Mastering Elliott Wave (Windsor Books 1990).  Neely used the schematic to show the 
most likely setup in a 5-wave sequence that will terminate with Wave 5 being the largest wave (of 
Waves 1, 3 and 5).  In the schematic Wave 1 is accorded a value of 1.00 and Neely observes that 
Wave 3 not only usually tops at a level that is no higher than 1.618x the distance covered by 
Wave 1 added to Wave 1's top but also that Wave 3 will relate to wave 1 by a factor of 1.618 (i.e. 
the distance from point-2 to point-3 = 1.618 x Wave 1).  Neely then assigns the distance from 
point-0 to point-3 a value of 1.00 - "m" - and concludes that extended Wave 5 should be expected 
to top at a level that is 1.618(m) when added to the terminal point of Wave 4. 
 
In the real world, our working wave scenario for the gold market (monthly continuation chart 
above) is that a major up sequence began at $252.50 in August 1999.  (The following may reflect 
a variation of wave scenarios that we presented prior to 2012).  The initial rally established Wave 
I (boxed yellow) and the subsequent decline into 2001 was Wave II (also boxed yellow).  
Everything since is part of Wave III and its subswings break down as follows: wave III-1 (1, circled 
yellow) carried from $255 to $1014 ($759) and wave III-3 (3, circled yellow) traveled from $681 to 
$1920 ($1239).  [Note that some Elliott wave analysts consider the 2001 low, not the 1999 low, to 
be the start of the up sequence.  By that interpretation, the ongoing sequence, which we have 
labeled III, would be labeled I.  In our opinion with regard to this discussion about an extended 
fifth wave whether the market is in a I - wave or a III - wave is immaterial.]  Observe that wave III-
3 is nearly exactly 1.618 times the distance of wave III-1 (1239 ÷ 759 = 1.63) per Neely's textbook 
expectation. 
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In the context of our operative scenario, within Wave III, the gold market has been tracing out a 
wave 4 consolidation since its September 30, 2011 all-time high at $1920.70, basis front month 
Comex futures.  We have annotated the swings of the pattern as a-b-c and the low of the pattern 
at point-a is $1523.90.  In Neely's theoretical example, which he acknowledges is the "most 
common" but not necessarily the only setup, the c-swing low occurs above the absolute low of 
the pattern thus becoming a "failure".  To date, the actual pattern is in sync with the theoretical. 
 
Although we show the pattern's swings to date as a-b-c, at this time since we don't know how the 
picture will play out we have also labeled the pattern "c-wave failure" as in the schematic but with 
an additional question mark.  In our opinion, as long as prices do not trade more than 3% below 
$1523.90 (i.e. under $1478.20) the overall wave 4 pattern conforms to Neely's general outline.  
Barring that, we expect the next major move in gold to be to the upside.  In the context of this 
analysis, we expect the move to constitute an extended wave 5 within larger Wave III.  The 
distance from the 2001 low at 255 to the Wave III-3 high at $1920 is $1665 (representing Neely's 
value "m").  Multiplying 1665 by 1.618 yields 2694.  Therefore, if we add $2694 to the Wave III-4 
low point to-date at $1524 we derive $4218 as the ultimate topping level for the entire Wave III 
sequence. 
 
As we write April Comex gold is at $1576.  Price action that would initially indicate potential for a 
renewed and sustained advance would be an active front month Comex futures close (Globex) 
above $1620 without prices having traded below $1478.  Further corroboration would then be a 
close above $1698. 
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